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ABSTRACT
When information agents are organized to provide some
composed functionality, their interactions can be formally
represented as workflows. Traditionally, workflows are exe-
cuted by centralized engines that invoke the necessary agents
and collect results. If agents are clustered (e.g., based on
geographic criteria), locally routing intermediary results be-
tween agents in the same cluster can be more efficient.

This paper describes a mechanism that allows the execution
of workflows in a distributed way. Intermediary results are
routed directly from the producing service to the consuming
one, minimizing the network traffic to the client. This
approach is particularly useful if the client uses a mobile
device with a slow or expensive network connection.

Keywords: Agent organizations, composed services, dis-
tributed computing, mobile devices, service invocation trig-
gers, workflows

1. INTRODUCTION
A considerable amount of recent research work has focused
on the automated composition of web services based on a
semantic description of user requirements and service capa-
bilities [16, 10, 11, 19, 6]. Individual web services are com-
posed according to constraints (e.g., data dependencies) in
order to provide a required functionality that none of the in-
dividual services could offer alone. The resulting composed
service can be represented as a workflow which specifies in
which order the individual services have to be invoked and
how data has to be passed to these services. In most cases
the resulting workflow is sequential. In a few cases, the
workflow may include conditionals [6] or loops [10]. In this
paper we focus on information services that are public avail-
able and free of charge. We do not consider transactions and
semantic compensation of the effects of service invocations.

Usually, the workflow of a composed service is executed in
a centralized way, either by the client who needs the ser-
vice or by a server that acts as workflow execution engine.
While this approach gives complete control over the work-
flow execution to a single entity (which may monitor the
progress), it may lead to inefficient communication, as all
intermediary results are transmitted to the central workflow
execution site. If the client uses a mobile device with lim-
ited or expensive network access (e.g., if the General Packet
Radio Service GPRS is used), the transmission of the inter-
mediary results to the client may significantly degrade the
performance of the overall workflow execution that could be
reflected in different kinds of costs. If a central execution
engine (a workflow execution service) is in charge of coordi-
nating the execution of the composed service, it may become
a bottleneck as all data is transmitted through the engine.

In this paper we show how composed services can be exe-
cuted in a distributed way, minimizing network traffic. We
introduce service invocation triggers that act as proxies for
individual service invocations. They collect the required
input data before they trigger the service invocation, i.e.,
service invocation triggers are also buffers. Moreover, they
forward the results to exactly those sites where they are ac-
tually needed, supporting also multicast. In order to make
use of service invocation triggers, the workflow of a com-
posed service is decomposed into sequential fragments and
the data dependencies are encoded in the triggers. Once the
trigger of the first service in the workflow has received all
input data, the execution of that service is started and the
outputs are forwarded to the triggers of subsequent services.
Consequently, the workflow is executed in a fully distributed
way, the data is transmitted directly from the producer to
all consumers.

In the next section we explain the notations used in the
rest of this paper. Section 3 explains the concept of service
invocation triggers. In section 4 we present a simple API
to create and manipulate triggers. Section 5 explains how
composed services are mapped to triggers in order to exe-
cute them in a fully decentralized way, which is illustrated
with an example in section 6. In section 7 we consider the
handling of failures during the execution of a composed ser-
vice. Section 8 discusses security aspects of service invoca-
tion triggers. In section 9 we compare our approach with
some related work. In section 10 we present our plans for
future improvements, while the last section concludes this
paper.



2. SERVICE DESCRIPTIONS
We assume that during service composition semantic and
syntactic constraints are taken into account [6]. That is, a
service is only invoked if all constraints (such as precondi-
tions) are met and if the provided input conforms to the in-
put expected by the service (compatibility of data types and
of parameter roles). The constraints of individual services
are specified in service descriptions, which may be based on
WSDL [18], the standard for describing web services, or on
OWL-S [1, 7], a proposal to semantically annotate services.

For the discussion in this paper, a very much simplified for-
malism to describe services is sufficient. We expect that
compatibility of services has been ensured during the cre-
ation (planning) of the composed service. I.e., we assume
that the workflow of a composed service is consistent with
the semantic descriptions of the individual services, and also
that each service actually conforms to its description.

In this paper we describe a service by a set of input and a set
of output parameters. Each input (resp. output) parameter
has an associated name that is unqiue with the set of input
(resp. output) parameters. We do not consider the type of
parameters, as we assume that whenever a service receives
an input for a particular parameter, the actual type of the
passed value corresponds to the formal type of that service
parameter (constraints ensured during service composition).

We assume that services are invoked by some sort of remote
procedure call (RPC), such as SOAP RPC [17]. The input
values for the service parameters are provided in a request
message, the output values are returned in a response mes-
sage. Asynchronous (one-way) calls can be easily mapped to
RPC, which is actually the case for SOAP over HTTP. The
service invocation triggers are designed to be transparent to
the services, i.e., the service does not need to know whether
it is invoked directly by a client or by a service invocation
trigger. Therefore, our framework may be deployed without
changing existing services.

One relevant aspect of workflow processing is the support for
data streaming. The producer of a data stream starts com-
municating parts of the data before the complete data has
been computed, and the receiver starts processing data be-
fore the complete data has been received. In effect, stream-
ing allows for data to be processed in a pipelined way. A data
stream may be communicated either by passing an URL to
the stream and letting the receiver download the data (which
will result in a fragmentation of the data by the used data
transfer protocol), or by using streaming capabilities of the
service invocation protocol (e.g., some SOAP bindings may
provide for streaming capabilities [17]). There are some dif-
ficulties with streaming, for instance, faults that occur after
the stream has committed to be a valid result (e.g., the
semantics of a fault in the middle of a stream are not well-
defined in SOAP 1.2 [17]). An early version of our service
invocation triggers provided dedicated support for routing
data streams. However, as this streaming support was not
fully transparent to the services, we left it out in the current
version. If data streams have to be communicated between
services, an URL referring to the data source shall be passed.

3. SERVICE INVOCATION TRIGGERS

In this section we give an overview of service invocation trig-
gers, the main abstraction in our framework for the efficient,
distributed execution of composed services (workflows).

A service invocation trigger, in short trigger, corresponds
to one invocation of a service. Basically, a trigger can be
considered a specialized proxy for a single service invocation.
A trigger plays four different roles:

1. It collects the input values for a service invocation.

2. It triggers the service invocation when all required in-
put values are available (synchronization).

3. It acts as a message buffer, as each input value may be
transmitted by a distinct sender at a different time.

4. It defines the routing of service output values. Each
output value may be routed to multiple different trig-
gers. That is, a trigger is capable of multicasting.

With the aid of triggers it is possible to distribute the knowl-
edge concerning the data dependencies of the services within
a workflow. The main difference between the workflow it-
self and the corresponding triggers is not in the information
which is more or less the same, but in the fact that the trig-
gers are distributed and attached to services. Each trigger
defines which service to invoke. The trigger waits until all re-
quired input values are available before it fires (i.e., triggers
the service invocation). Moreover, each trigger encapsulates
workflow-specific knowledge where the results of the service
invocation are needed. As the trigger acts as a proxy for the
service, it receives the service results and forwards them to
other triggers (or directly to other services) according to its
routing information.

The following example shows how triggers can help to op-
timize the data transmission between services: Consider a
service SA which requires a single input IA and produces
two outputs OB and OC , while the services SB and SC both
require a single input, IB resp. IC . Further, assume a work-
flow fragment that requires an invocation of SA with a given
value of IA, passing the result OB to service SB (as input
IB) and OC to service SC (as input IC). If the execution of
the workflow is managed in a centralized way by the client
C, C has to send IA to SA, SA will return the results OB

and OC to C, which C will pass on to SB and SC . That
is, the results OB and OC are not directly sent to the place
where they are needed, but they are routed through C. This
routing may not be optimal, if we assume that C is not in-
terested in OB and OC (which may be intermediary results
of a composed service). Considering that C may be con-
nected to a slow or expensive network (e.g., C may use a
mobile device with a wireless network connection), the neg-
ative impacts of the centralized workflow execution become
immediately apparent.

In order to optimize the data transmission between services,
a trigger shall be installed as close as possible to the service
it will invoke. In the example before, C may create the
triggers TA, TB , and TC for the invocation of the services
SA, SB , and SC . TA shall be close to SA, TB to SB , and TC

to SC . As triggers allow to define the routing of results, TA



can be configured to directly send OB to TB and OC to TC ,
avoiding to pass these intermediary results through C.

Even though it is advantageous to install triggers close to
the actual services they are triggering, they may be set up
on an arbitrary site. For instance, if the provider of SB sup-
ports triggers, he may accept triggers directly in the same
server running service SB , which will result in a very effi-
cient local communication between TB and SB . If it is not
possible to colocate triggers and services within the same
server, the provider of SB may offer a separate server dedi-
cated to triggers in his local network. Otherwise, dedicated
servers may offer to host arbitrary triggers.

Using triggers, many different schemes of workflow execu-
tion can be implemented. If all triggers are hosted by C,
it corresponds to the centralized workflow execution model
described before. If all triggers are hosted by a dedicated
server, it corresponds to passing the workflow to a dedicated
execution engine which executes it in a centralized way. If
each trigger is installed locally with the service that it will
invoke, the workflow is executed in a fully distributed way,
delivering intermediary results only to those places where
they are needed. Our framework does not dictate any of
these settings. Therefore, it is possible to bootstrap the
support for triggers by deploying dedicated servers to host
triggers. With the time, service providers may start to di-
rectly support triggers in their environments (incremental
deployment).

4. DEFINING TRIGGERS
In this section we present more details regarding the instal-
lation of triggers.

In our description we use the following abbreviations for
identifying services respectively triggers:

SID: Service ID. Globally unique identifier of a service to be
executed. It consists of host, port, protocol, and local
service identifier (e.g., service name and version num-
ber, depending on the protocol). SIDs are computed
from concrete service descriptions (including ground-
ing information).

PID: Parameter ID. Locally unique identifier for a service
input or output parameter.

TID: Trigger ID. Globally unique trigger identifier. It con-
sists of host, port, and a local invocation trigger identi-
fier (e.g., an integer number referring to an invocation
trigger).

Below we present a simple API to deal with triggers in an
abstract way:

CreateTrigger: Creates and installs a trigger.

Arguments:

• Destination of the trigger (host and port).
CreateTrigger will ask the destination to set up
the desired trigger.

• SID. The service to be invoked by the trigger.

• Service input parameters to wait for. Each pa-
rameter is identified by its PID. A parameter
may be required or optional. The trigger will fire
as soon as all required parameters are available.
As for a given parameter multiple values may ar-
rive before the trigger fires (while still some of the
required parameters are missing), the client has
to define which values to preserve: preserveLast
or preserveFirst. If values for optional input pa-
rameters arrive before the trigger fires, they will
be passed to the service. After the trigger has
fired, arriving inputs are discarded.

• Optional: Input data. For each input parame-
ter a default value may be provided. This value
could be transmitted with SendData (see below),
but including it in CreateTrigger may be more
efficient and help to reduce network traffic.

• Output routing. For each output value (identi-
fied by a PIDO) generated by the service SID,
the output routing defines a possibly empty list of
pairs (TIDi, PIDi) to forward the output. That
is, whenever the service SID returns an output
value for the parameter PIDO, the trigger will
forward it to all TIDi with the name PIDi, im-
plementing a multicast. If there is a communica-
tion problem with a trigger TIDi, the trigger will
retry to forward the data several times in order
to overcome temporary network problems. We
are working on the support for customized trig-
gers (see section 10), which will allow to deal with
such communication problems in a more flexible
way.

• Desired timeouts:

1. Timeout to wait for inputs, starting with the
installation of the trigger. If not all required
input data arrives before this timeout, the
trigger will be discarded.

2. Timeout to wait for service completion, start-
ing with the service invocation.

3. Timeout to wait for completed forwarding of
service outputs, starting when the trigger re-
ceives the results of the service invocation.

• Optional: Destination for failure notification mes-
sage (host, port, protocol). In the case of a failure
(i.e., service returning a failure message or expi-
ration of one of the timeouts mentioned before),
a failure notification is sent before the trigger is
discarded, including information concerning the
current state of the trigger. The level of detail of
this notification can be configured. The message
may simply indicate the reason of the failure, or
it may include service inputs resp. outputs the
trigger has received so far. This information may
help the client to recover from the failure.

Results:

• TID of the installed trigger (if the trigger was
accepted).

• Granted timeouts. Each granted timeout may be
the desired timeout or shorter.



RemoveTrigger: Explicitly removes a trigger. Normally,
a trigger is removed automatically if either a timeout
occurs or if the output routing task is completed, i.e.,
all outputs have been forwarded according to the trig-
ger’s routing information.

Arguments:

• TID. The trigger to remove.

SendData: Sends input data to a trigger. Normally, trig-
gers receive results either by initialization (see the in-
put data of CreateTrigger) or through other triggers
(forwarded results from another service). However, a
client may want to install a trigger and provide input
data later on.

Arguments:

• TID. The trigger to send data to.

• Input data. For each input parameter a value
may be provided.

Status: Returns information concerning the status of a
trigger. I.e., whether the trigger is still waiting for
required input, which input arguments have been re-
ceived so far, whether it has already triggered the ser-
vice, whether it is waiting for the service outputs, etc.

Arguments:

• TID. The trigger to ask for its status.

Results:

• Status information.

Three different protocols are involved in the communication
with triggers and services:

• The trigger communicates with the service using re-
mote procedure calls (e.g., SOAP RPC [17]). That is,
the trigger is transparent to the service, it behaves as
any other client.

• The communication between triggers is unidirectional.
A trigger forward results to another trigger. The mes-
sages sent from trigger TA to trigger TB contains at
least one value for an input parameter TB is waiting
for. Even though the communication protocol between
triggers need not necessarily comply with standards,
SOAP messages are well suited for trigger communi-
cation. If the triggered service returns a fault message,
the trigger does not forward the message on the nor-
mal output routing path, but it may generate a failure
notification message (if specified in CreateTrigger).
Subsequent triggers will notice the failure by a time-
out.

• A dedicated, simple protocol supports the API prim-
itives described before. For instance, CreateTrigger
will try to deploy a trigger on the specified destination
platform.

5. DISTRIBUTED EXECUTION OF
WORKFLOWS

In this section we outline how a workflow can be executed
using service invocation triggers.

First, the client decomposes a given workflow into sequen-
tial parts (considering automatically composed services, this
limitation is often not relevent, since most current algo-
rithms for service composition create only sequential work-
flows, i.e., do not support loops in the workflow). Each
sequential workflow fragment is executed in the following
way:

1. The client creates a (temporary) local service with SID
Sclient to handle the final results of the workflow frag-
ment.

2. The client uses CreateTrigger to locally install a trig-
ger to handle the workflow results, referring to Sclient.
TIDclient is the resulting TID.

3. Starting with the last service in the sequential work-
flow fragment, an invocation trigger is created for each
service invocation. The outputs of the last service shall
be routed to TIDclient. The order of setting up the
invocation triggers ensures that for each service the in-
vocation tiggers of all subsequent services are created
before.

4. Using the optional input data of CreateTrigger or
SendData, the client send the inputs of the workflow
fragment to the triggers where these inputs are needed.
The trigger of the first service in the workflow fragment
will receive all required inputs and execute the service.
The results will be forwarded according to the trigger’s
output routing, eventually triggering the execution of
subsequent services. The client is not involved in this
process. It is notified of the completed workflow frag-
ment by the invocation of Sclient.

6. EXAMPLE
As an example of the use of service invocation triggers, we
consider a composed service built from the following simple
services:

• getGPSCoordinate: Returns the GPS coordinate of an
address.
Inputs: {adr text}, Outputs: {adr gps}

• getRoute: Computes a route between two GPS coor-
dinates as a TIFF image.
Inputs: {from gps, to gps}, Outputs: {route tiff}

• tiff2jpeg: Converts a TIFF image to a JPEG image
(with high compression).
Inputs: {image tiff}, Outputs: {image jpeg}

We assume that as input the client provides two addresses,
start and destination. The composed service generates
a map illustrating the route between these two addresses.
As the user has a mobile device with limited memory and a
slow wireless network connection, the map shall be delivered



in JPEG format with high compression (result). The com-
posed service may be described by the following workflow
(see also figure 1). The variables tmp1, tmp2, and tmp3 are
intermediary results the client is not interested in.

1. getGPSCoordinate(adr text ← start):
(adr gps → tmp1)

2. getGPSCoordinate(adr text ← destination):
(adr gps → tmp2)

3. getRoute(from gps ← tmp1, to gps ← tmp2):
(route tiff → tmp3)

4. tiff2jpeg(image tiff ← tmp3):
(image jpeg → result)

Certainly, the workflow shall not be executed on the mobile
device of the client, since this would require transferring
the large uncompressed TIFF image (tmp3) to and from the
resource-constrained mobile device. However, with the aid
of service invocation triggers the workflow can be executed
without transferring any intermediary result to the client.
The pseudo-code in table 1 illustrates how the client sets up
the distributed execution of the workflow. For the sake of
easy readability, details, such as the negotation for a time-
out, are left out intentionally. With createLocalService

the client simulates a local service that is able to receive the
final result, which is being delivered by tiff2jpeg. From
the point of view of the client, the delivery of the result
is asynchronous, as tiff2jpeg is not directly invoked by
the client. In this example we assume that it is possible to
install the triggers directly within the different server envi-
ronments. The triggers are created in reverse order of the
service invocation sequence in the workflow. The input data
for the invocations of getGPSCoordinate is directly passed
with the CreateTrigger primitive, i.e., the triggers TID1

and TID2 will fire immediately after installation. The re-
sults will be routed to the trigger TID3, which will wait until
both from gps and to gps are available. Finally, TID4 will
wait for the result forwarded by TID3 and pass the output
of tiff2jpeg to the client (via TID0).

7. FAILURE HANDLING
In our approach composed services are executed in a com-
pletely distributed way. Therefore, it is not easily possible
to monitor the progress of each service invocation. As the
client will only receive the final results of the composed ser-
vice, in general it will notice a failure only after a timeout.
In this case, the client may restart the execution of the work-
flow.

If the used services are not reliable, this approach may re-
sult in bad overall performance, since intermediary values
may have to be computed multiple times. Hence, the client
should make use of the failure notification mechanism in or-
der to collect partial results that had been computed before
the failure has happened. Based on the failure notification
mechanism, the client could exploit redundant execution
plans in order to replace a failed service. As an alterna-
tive (but inefficient) solution, if the distributed execution of
a composed service fails, the client could simply re-execute
the workflow in a centralized fashion (fallback solution).

The client may also use the Status primitive of triggers
in order to monitor the progress of the execution. Note
that Status will fail if the trigger has already been removed
(i.e., after a timeout or after completing its task). How-
ever, Status creates additional network traffic, therefore an
excessive use of this primitive is not consistent with the prin-
cipal idea of our approach to minimize the network traffic
involving the client.

8. SECURITY ISSUES
In this section we briefly discuss topics concerning security
that arise due to the use of triggers. We distinguish between
existing security infrastructure that may hamper the use of
triggers and new security threads because of triggers.

As the placement of the triggers affect the communication
paths between services and clients, firewalls may prevent the
installation of triggers on certain hosts. For instance, if the
client C is allowed to communicate with the services SA and
SB , SA may not necessarily be able to directly communicate
with SB . Therefore, a trigger installed close to SA may fail
to directly forward intermediary results from SA to a trigger
colocated with SB .

A related problem concerns authentication. For example,
SB may want to verify that the origin of a service request
is the client C. However, as triggers act as proxies that
may collect input values from various sources, authentica-
tion may fail. This problem could be mitigated by authenti-
cating only the installation of the trigger, even though this
does not ensure the same level of security as authenticat-
ing that all input data comes from C. Nonetheless, because
we primarily envisage the composition of information ser-
vices that are open to the public, the problems concerning
firewalls and authentication usually do not crop up in these
settings.

The trigger infrastructure may be the target of attacks. For
instance, if TIDs are not well protected, an attacker may
remove a trigger or send fake data, causing the trigger to fire.
Because of the forged input data, the triggered service will
compute incorrect results. The client may not notice this
kind of attack, because once the triggers have been set up,
the client does not control the interaction between services
and triggers. This problem may be addressed by using TIDs
as capabilities, e.g., by chosing a large random number as a
part of the TID. Then, if triggers are communicated only
between trusted parties across protected (i.e., encrypted)
links, forging TIDs will be very difficult.

The placement of triggers is another important issue. In
general, triggers should be installed only on trusted sites,
i.e., either on the client side, on the site of the service to be
invoked, or on the site of a trusted third party. Otherwise,
a trigger deployed on an untrusted site may disclose the
collected input data and the output data generated by the
triggered service, or forge input resp. output data.

Despite of these security considerations, there are many
cases where triggers may be used in an unprotected way.
If the input data provided by the client has no particular
value and the final results can be verified by the client, the
client may not care whether attackers tamper with the exe-
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Figure 1: Exemplary workflow.

Table 1: Example: Executing a composed service using triggers.
SID0 = createLocalService("result");
SID1 = SID2 = locateService("getGPSCoordinate");
SID3 = locateService("getRoute");
SID4 = locateService("tiff2jpeg");

TID0 = CreateTrigger: destination = location(SID0), // i.e., destination = localhost
SID = SID0,
input = [("result", required, preserveLast)],
inputData = [],
output = [];

TID4 = CreateTrigger: destination = location(SID4),
SID = SID4,
input = [("image_tiff", required, preserveLast)],
inputData = [],
output = [("image_jpeg" -> [(TID0, "result")])];

TID3 = CreateTrigger: destination = location(SID3),
SID = SID3,
input = [("from_gps", required, preserveLast),

("to_gps", required, preserveLast)],
inputData = [],
output = [("route_tiff" -> [(TID4, "image_tiff")])];

TID2 = CreateTrigger: destination = location(SID2),
SID = SID2,
input = [("adr_text", required, preserveLast)],
inputData = [("adr_text" <- destination)],
output = [("adr_gps" -> [(TID3, "to_gps")])];

TID1 = CreateTrigger: destination = location(SID1),
SID = SID1,
input = [("adr_text", required, preserveLast)],
inputData = [("adr_text" <- start)],
output = [("adr_gps" -> [(TID3, "from_gps")])];



cution of the composed service.

Another issue are denial-of-service attacks. An attacker may
create a large amount of triggers with maximum timeout,
he may send large amounts of input data to these triggers
while still one required input is missing. In this way, the
triggers will have to process a significant amount of input
data. However, in principle this problem is not much dif-
ferent from traditional denial-of-service attacks against ser-
vices. Services may be invoked very frequently and provided
with large amounts of data. Such attacks may be mitigated
by limiting the number of concurrent connections and lim-
iting the size of message buffers. Similar techniques may be
applied to triggers (i.e., limiting the number of concurrent
triggers and limiting the buffer size of each trigger). Trig-
gers may even improve load-balancing, as they are installed
before the actual service invocation happens. I.e., triggers
allow the server to plan ahead the expected load in the near
future.

9. RELATED WORK
There is a large amount of related work concerning workflow
systems and the distributed execution of workflows. For in-
stance, in the Swiss Anaisoft project1 a workflow trading
system was developed using mobile agent technology [12].
More recently, the AMOR system [8] uses mobile agents,
too. With the aid of mobile agents, it is possible to move
the control of the workflow execution to different sites, which
can help to reduce the network bandwidth used by communi-
cated (intermediary) results. Moreover, mobile code enables
the dynamic deployment of local data processing functions
close to the data where it is needed. For example, if the
client has to transform intermediary results before passing
them to another service, the transformation functionality
may be provided by the mobile agent which will perform
the transformation where the data originates.

The drawbacks of using mobile agents are increased secu-
rity risks and usually a high overhead. Accepting mobile
agents in the execution environment opens the doors to po-
tentially malicious or erroneous code. Most mobile agent
systems are based on Java, even though it has been shown
that current standard Java runtime environments are not
able to protect the host against various kinds of attacks [5].
For instance, the AMOR system is based on Aglets2, which
is notorious for its vulnerability. In the Anaisoft project the
J-SEAL2 kernel [2] was used on top of standards Java run-
time systems to protect the host against malicious or badly
programmed code. The J-SEAL2 kernel offers operating sys-
tem functionality, such as strong isolation, safe termination,
and mediated communication, on top of Java by means of
extended program verification and transformation. In order
to prevent denial-of-service attacks, the environment was en-
hanced with a portable resource management framework [4,
3]. The disadvantages of this approach are limitations in
the programming model, as well as significant overhead due
to the extra verification and transformation. In the future,
safe language execution environments with strong isolation
capabilities, such as Java isolates [9], may allow to build
more reliable mobile code platforms.

1http://anaisoft.unige.ch/
2http://www.trl.ibm.com/aglets/

The internet indirection infrastructure i33 uses triggers to
decouple sender and receiver [13]. In contrast to our triggers,
i3 triggers work on the level of individual packets and do not
support waiting conditions (synchronization) to aggregate
multiple inputs from various locations before forwarding the
data. i3 supports only a very limited form of service com-
position, where individual packets can be directed through
a sequence of services. While our triggers are rather tran-
sient (used only for a single service invocation) and their
placement is explicitly controlled by the client, i3 triggers
are more persistent (they act as a longer-term contact point
for a service) and are mapped to the Chord [14] peer-to-peer
infrastructure, which allows only a limited form of optimiz-
ing the routing (by selecting a trigger identifier that will
map close to a desired location). Summing up, even though
there are some ideas in common, i3 has different goals (indi-
rection, supporting mobility, multicast, anycast) and works
at a much lower level than our approach. Our focus is on the
efficient routing of intermediary results during the execution
of composed services.

In active networking [15] mobile code is used within network
packets in order to customize the routing. In contrast, our
approach allows the customization of the routing of service
results at the application level. At the moment, our triggers
to not involve mobile code.

10. FUTURE WORK
Currently we are considering to support some limited form
of mobile code to customize and increase the flexibility of
service invocation triggers. For instance, a customized trig-
ger could transform input or output data before forwarding
it, it may verify that input and output values correspond
to the specification of the corresponding formal parameters,
provide more flexible failure handling, or give the client a
better view concerning the current state of execution of a
composed service. However, we are well aware of the hur-
dles that come with supporting mobile code. Security issues
have been mentioned in the previous section. Performance
considerations are important as well. As a trigger exists only
for a short period of time, computationally expensive verifi-
cation and just-in-time compilation most likely would cause
excessive overhead. Thus, we consider on one hand the use
of a very limited and restricted form of mobile code, and
on the other hand reusable, well separated, custom trigger
extensions that may be cached by servers hosting triggers
and may be exploited by multiple trigger instances.

While at the moment the middleware hosting triggers is
conceived completely independent of the service execution
platform, we also want to integrate the trigger mechanism
directly into server environments, such as the Java 2 Enter-
prise Edition. Only when we are able to install triggers on
the same machine as the service, we can gain a maximum
of performance, since the overhead of indirection (i.e., the
latency of triggering the service) will be minimized by us-
ing local communication. This requires extending standard
server environments with support for our trigger deployment
protocol.

In order to validate our framework in real-world settings,

3http://i3.cs.berkeley.edu/



a demonstrator has to be completed, evaluated, and com-
pared with a centralized approach. Moreover, simulations
are needed in order to show that the use of triggers leads
to a better load distribution and scalability than execut-
ing workflows in a centralized way (a centralized workflow
execution engine will become a bottleneck, since all inter-
mediary results will pass through it). It has to be shown
that the overhead of setting up triggers is small compared
with the gains due to improved message routing.

11. CONCLUSION
If composed services are executed in a centralized way, in-
termediary results are forwarded through the site that coor-
dinates the execution. If a user executes a composed service
on a mobile device with limited network connectivity, the
transmission of the intermediary results may significantly
slow down the overall execution of the composed service, it
may be expensive (costs for the caused network traffic), or
it may be simply impossible if the intermediary results are
too large.

In order to overcome these problems, we propose an infras-
tructure with service invocation triggers that allow to route
intermediary results from their origin directly to the sites
where they are consumed. Service invocation triggers act as
proxies for individual service invocations. They aggregate
the input data, trigger the service execution when all re-
quired inputs are available (synchronization), and route the
service results, supporting multicasting. Based on service
invocation triggers, composed services can be executed in a
completely decentralized way.
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